NEW PRODUCTS
The latest products on the market reviewed

A BIG LAUNCH FROM TYM

TYM Tractors has launched its largest tractor to date, the 100hp T1003, at Saltex. Delivering 100hp from a Perkins 1104D-44TA engine, the T1003 is designed to tackle tasks from gang mowing to hedge and verge trimming and handling the heaviest aerator or decompactor. This tractor remains compact enough to manoeuvre easily around the works yard with a wheelbase of 2300mm, and weighs in at 3685kg. A fuel tank capacity of 125 litres is more than ample for a long working day.

Hello ELMOW

Allett’s new battery-powered fine-turf cylinder mower made its world public debut at Saltex. Known as ELMOW, the walk-behind machine is available with a choice of cutting widths, both fitted as standard with a 120mm diameter, 10-bladed cutting deck and is a powered turf groomer. Its rate of cut is 220 clips per metre at a maintained, irrespective of working speed or variance in speed. The battery pack powering ELMOW is a 24 volt, 42Ah gel-type unit located using a ‘slide and click’ system that allows rapid interchange of discharged and fully-charged battery packs. Price of the ELMOW 20 and 24 mowers, including a battery pack and charger, is £5,500 and £5,650 respectively.

Dethatcher And Spiker - A Two In One Renovation Machine

Having added the RotaDairon range of renovation and maintenance equipment to the stable this year, the Grass Group has launched the ED 100 D - dethatcher and spiker with collection box - a two in one renovation machine. With the PTO engaged, the ED is capable of working from 0 to 60 mm deep, and offering fast, clean removal of thatch from fine turf. Detach the PTO and the ED becomes a spiking and collection box - a two in one renovation machine. With a soil tank capacity of 125 litres is more than ample for a long working day.

LINE-MARKING PAINT MAKES...

...AN IMPACT

Rigby Taylor launched Impact Gold a ready-to-use line marking paint which offers a total integration of paint, its application to the target surface and packaging disposable. The paint is free of volatile organic compounds and bio-degradable. Finely atomised spray droplets ensure complete coverage of both sides of the leaf blade with a single application while special formulation attributes impart a bright, highly reflective white surface coating that increases in intensity as the paint dries. Using a specially designed gold nozzle, a football pitch can be over-marked with as little as one litre per pitch. It provides major benefits in environmental saving including reduced water consumption, fuel economies and waste disposal. As a ready-to-use product, it does not require water, therefore eliminating the need for mixing, measuring and pouring. The only water required is for priming the new iGo spray marking machine pump and nozzle cleaning. When using traditional dilutable paints, a typical 35 week football season this can amount to over 100 litres of water using a standard 4:1 ratio of water to paint. Impact Gold offers all of the cut, collect and discharge capabilities in a self-propelled machine.

Sanli extends its range

SANLI has added three new self propelled wheeled rotary mowers to its range of outdoor power equipment. The new pedestrian machines are all powered by SANLI 5.5hp OHV engines with similarly sized Briggs and Stratton power units available as an extra-cost option. They comprise steel-decked 3-in-1 and 4-in-1 mowers producing a 56cm width of cut, the LSPA56 is the widest yet pedestrian machine to be developed and manufactured by SANLI. The mower’s tough, lightweight aluminium deck and wide-cut make it ideal for commercial users requiring a high performance, quality mower at a very competitive price. The LSPA56 can be used in either cut and drop or cut and collect modes to suit mowing schedules and the specific finish required, with cut heights adjustable from 25mm – 86mm. Large rear drive wheels are a feature also of the new LSPS14 steel-decked 4-in-1 pedestrian mower which combines cut and drop, cut and collect, mulch and side-discharge capabilities in a self-propelled wheeled machine. Powered by a 6.5hp SANLI OHV engine the LSPS14 offers all of the cut, collect and mulch mowing options that are likely to be needed by professional users.
TYM Tractors has launched its largest tractor to date, the 100hp T1003, at Saltex. Delivering 100hp from a Perkins 1104D-44TA engine, the T1003 is designed to tackle tasks from gang mowing to hedge and verge trimming and handling the heaviest aerator or decompactor. This tractor remains compact enough to manoeuvre easily around the works yard with a wheelbase of 2300mm, and weighs in at 3685kg. A fuel tank capacity of 125 litres is more than ample for a long working day.

Dethatcher And Spiker - A Two In One Renovation Machine

Having added the RotaDairon range of renovation and maintenance equipment to the stable this year, the Grass Group has launched the ED 100 Dethatcher and spiker with collection box - a two in one renovation machine. With the PTO engaged, the ED is capable of working from 0 to 60 mm deep, and offering fast, clean removal of thatch from fine turf. Detach the PTO and the ED becomes a spiking machine for fine turf. Detach the PTO and the ED becomes a spiking machine for fine turf.

Hello ELMOW

Allert’s new battery-powered fine-turf cylinder mower made its world public-debut at Saltex. Known as ELMOW, the walk-behind machine is available with a choice of cutting units, both fitted as standard with a 120mm diameter, 10-bladed cutting cylinder and a powered turf groomer. Its rate of cut is 220 clips per minute, a rate maintained irrespective of working speed or variations in speed.

The battery pack powering ELMOW is a 24 volt, 42Ah gel type unit located using a ‘slide and click’ system that allows rapid interchange of discharged and fully-charged battery packs.

Price of the ELMOW 20 and 24 mowers, including a battery pack and charger, is £5,250 and £5,650 respectively.

Sanli extends its range

SaniLI has added three new self-propelled wheeled rotary mowers to its range of outdoor power equipment. The new pedestrian machines are all powered by SaniLI 5.5hp OHV engines with similarly sized Briggs and Stratton power units available as an extra-cost option. They comprise steel-decked 3-in-1 and 4-in-1 mowers producing a 50cm width of cut, the LSP514 is the widest pedestrian machine to be developed and manufactured by SaniLI. The mower’s tough, lightweight aluminium deck and wide-cut make it ideal for commercial users requiring a high performance, quality mower at a very competitive price.

The LSP514 can be used in either cut and drop or cut and collect modes to suit mowing schedules and the specific finish required, with cut heights adjustable from 25mm – 86mm. Large rear drive wheels are a feature also of the new LSP514 steel-decked 4-in-1 pedestrian mower which combines cut and drop, cut and collect, mulch and side-discharge capabilities in a self-propelled wheeled machine.

Powered by a 5.5hp SaniLI OHV engine the LSP514 offers all of the cut, collect and mulch mowing options that are likely to be needed by professional users.

www.sanli.co.uk

Paint Makes...

The Excelson is a new product to the UK, available through Etesia. Pelletis is the only manufacturer to be able to produce machines that can be used up to a full day’s work on a single charge of the ultra lithium battery and at the same time guarantees use with no odour, no pollution and virtually no noise making them an environmentally friendly product. The Excelson combines both a brush cutter and a grass trimmer: only the cutting head change. This change-over is very quick, taking less than one minute to change from the brush cutter version to the grass trimmer version and all without the use of any tools.

The Pellett Excelion combines both a brush cutter and a grass trimmer: only the cutting head change. This change-over is very quick, taking less than one minute to change from the brush cutter version to the grass trimmer version and all without the use of any tools.

www.ettesia.co.uk

LINExMARKING...

www.rigbytaylor.com

www.allett.co.uk

www.thegrassgroup.com

www.tymtractors.co.uk